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SPECTRA OF LAPLACE-BELT RAM I OPERATORS
ON SO(n+2)/SO(2)xSO(n) AND Sp(n+l)/Sp(l)xSp(n)
CHIAKI TSUKAMOTO
(Received October 15, 1979)
Introduction. Let M=G/K be a compact symmetric space with G
compact and semisimple. We assume that the Riemannian metric on M is
the metric induced from the Killing form sign-changed. We consider the
Laplace-Beltrami operator Δ* acting on ^-forms and its spectrum Sρec/)(M).
Ikeda and Taniguchi [3] computed Spec'(M) for M=Sn and PW(C), study-
ing representations of G and K. They showed that Δ^=—Casimir operator
when we consider the space of p-forms C°°(APM) as a G-module. Each irredu-
cible G-submodule of C°°(A.PM) is included in some eigenspace of Δp and the
sum of irreducible G-submodules of C°°(APM) equals to the sum of eigenspaces
of Δ*. We can compute eigenvalues from FreudenthaΓs formula and multi-
plicities from WeyΓs dimension formula. Thus to compute Spec^(M), we
have only to decompose C°°(A.PM) into irreducible G-submodules and count
out them.
But generally it is not easy. Though Beers and Millman [1] determined
Spec*(M) when M is a Lie group of a low rank such as SU(3) or SO(5) by the
similar method, these seem to be all we know.
Frobenius' reciprocity law enables us to reduce the problem into the follow-
ing two: How does an irreducible G-module decompose into irreducible K-
modules ? How does the ^>-th exterior product of (complexified) cotangent space
decompose into irreducible .K-modules ? The former is usually called a branch-
ing law.
In this paper, we give a branching law for G=SO(n-\-2) and K=SO(2)x
SO(ri), which enables us to compute Sρec^(M). As a matter of fact, we should
distinguish between the case n=odd and the case w—even. Almost in parallel,
we get a branching law for G=Sp(n+l) and K=Sp(l)xSp(ri), which repro-
duces the result of Lepowsky [4] obtained in a different way.
The latter problem, i.e., the decomposition of an exterior power of an
isotropy representation is a rather technical (but indispensable) part in com-
puting Spec^(M). We give a complete list of members in the decomposition
for G=SO(n+2) and K=SO(2)xSO(n). For G=Sρ(n+ΐ) and K=Sp(l)x
Sp(n), we confine ourselves to indicating a procedure to determine the decom-
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position and giving lists for some n and p.
Throughout this paper, modules are assumed to be over the complex
number field C.
1. Branching laws
We state branching laws in terms of highest weights.
We denote by M(n, C) the set of all n X n-matrices of complex coefficients.
Let G=SO(n+2) and K=SO(2)χSO(n). We adopt the following
conventions :
9 = o(n+2,C) = {X<=M(n+2,C); 'X+X = 0} ,
l = o(2,C)xo(n,C)
(X 0 ) X(ΞM(2,C), <
,0
t=
(0)
0 -v/-
λ, eC
where n=2m or n= 2m-\-\. Then t is a Cartan subalgebra of Q and also one of
f. We regard λ, as a form on t giving the value of λ( . We take a Weyl chamber
for (g, t) so that the simple roots of g are a0=\Q—\ly α^λi— X2, •••, am-ι=\m-ι
— λ
w
, and a
m
=\
m
-ι+\
m
 when n=2m, a
m
—\
m
 when n= 2m+l. We take a
Weyl chamber for (f , t) so that the simple roots of ϊ are those of g excluding α0.
We first treat the case n=2m.
Any dominant integral form for (g, t) which corresponds to an irreducible
representation of G— SO(2m-\-2) is uniquely expressed as
(1-1) Λ =
where 6=1 or —1 and A0, hly •• ,km are integers satisfying
(1.2)
Any dominant integral form for (ϊ, t) which corresponds to an irreducible
representation of K=SO(2)χSO(2m) is uniquely expressed as
(1-3). A' = ^
oλo+^χ1+...+^_lλM_1+6^wλm ,
where £'=l or —1 and k0, kly •• >km are integers satisfying
(1-4) *!>••• >k
u
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For integers hQ, hlt " >hm and k^k2y ••*>£,»> we define integers 1Q,119 * jlm by
(1.5) /o = h0—max(h1} kλ) ,
/t = min(At> &,-)— max(λm, &ί+1) for 1 </<w— 1 ,
/
m
=min (&„,£„).
Theorem 1.1. Let G=SO(2m+2) and K=SO(2)xSO(2m). Let A. be
the highest weight of an irreducible G-module V. Then the irreducible decomposi-
tion of V as a K-module contains an irreducible K-module V 'with the highest
weight A' if and only ίf\
a) A
z
-i>A,>A i + 1 for
expressing Λ and Λ' as (1.1) and (1.3), and
b) the coefficient of Xk° in the (finite) power series expansion in X of
does not vanish.
Moreover, the number of the times V appearing in the decomposition is equal
to the coefficient of Xk* in the expansion.
REMARK. Suppose a) is satisfied. Then all the integers 1QJ119 ~ ,lm are
non-negative and all the coefficients in the power series are also non-negative.
The proof is given in the next section.
Next we treat the case n= 2m+l.
Any dominant integral form for (g, t) which corresponds to an irreducible
representation of G=SO(2m+3) is uniquely expressed as
(1.6) Λ = A0λ0+A1λι+-+Al.λw ,
where A0, hl9 " yhm are integers satisfying (1.2). Any dominant integral form
for (f, t) which corresponds to an irreducible representation of K=SO(2)X
SO(2m+ί) is uniquely expressed as
(1.7) Λ' = kj^+kfo+ +k^ ,
where k
oy kl9 ~,km are integers satisfying (1.4).
In this case we also define integers /0, 119 ••-, lm by (1.5).
Theorem 1.2. Let G=SO(2m+3) and K=SO(2)xSO(2m+l). Let
Λ be the highest weight of an irreducible G-module V. Then the irreducible de-
composition of V as a K-module contains an irreducible K-module V with the
highest weight Λ' if and only if\
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expressing Λ and Λ' flί (1.6) and (1.7),
ό) ίλtf coefficient of Xk<> in the (finite) power series expansion in X of
(X~χ-ιγ-(lfi-l(χti+i-^
does not vanish.
Moreover, the number of the times V appearing in the decomposition is equal
to the coefficient of Xko in the expansion.
REMARK. Suppose a) is satisfied. Then all the integers /0,/x, •••,/„ are
non-negative and all the coefficients in the power series are also non-negative.
For the sake of completeness we state the branching law for G=Sp(m+l)
and K=Sp(l) X Sp(m). We adopt the following convensions:
'X Z \ X,Y,Z^M(m+l,C)
Y -tX)'Ύ = Y,'Z=Z
= §ϊ>(l,C)x§t>(m,C)
"* 0 * 0
0 X 0 Z
V 0 — Λ 0
' y y *z
o y o -'.AT]
t SA\an( \ \ . . . Λ \ Λ ... "λ V Λ e=Γ*\I — \Uldg^A0> Λ»ι, , Λw, A0> ΛΊ> > A»/» Λ, t=O / .
Then t is a Cartan subalgebra of g and also one of ϊ. We regard X, as a
form on t. We take a Weyl chamber for (g, t) so that the simple roots of g are
tf0=X0—Xj, ^zzzXj—χ2, ..-, am-ι=\m-ι—X«, am=2\m. We take a Weyl cham-
ber for (ϊ, t) so that the simple roots of ϊ are αo=2x0 and αt (1 *ζi^m).
Since G and ίΓ are simply connected, each representation of their Lie alge-
bras can be lifted to a group representation. Hence each dominant integral
form corresponds to an irreducible representation and vice versa.
Any dominant integral form for (g, t) is uniquely expressed as (1.6),
where h0, hly
 m
 ,h
m
 are integers satisfying (1.2). Any dominant integral form
for (ϊ, t) is uniquely expressed as (1.7), where k0, kly •••, km are integers satisfy-
ing (1.4) and A0>0. We again define integers /0,119 •••, lm by (1.5).
Theorem 1.3 (Lepowsky). Let G=Sp(m+l) and K=Sp(l)xSp(m).
Let Λ be the highest weight of an irreducible G-module V. Then the irreducible
decomposition of V as a K-module contains an irreducible K-module V with the
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highest weight A' if and only if\
a) A, -ι>Λf >A, +1 for
expressing Λ tmJ Λ' dtf (1.6) *mJ (1 7),
ό) £λ£ coefficient of Xko+1 in the (finite) power series expansion in X of
0£ vanish.
Moreover, the number of the times V appearing in the decomposition is equal to
the coefficient of Xk<>*1 in the expansion.
REMARK. Suppose a) is satisfied. Then all the integers /0, Iί9 •••,/„, are
non-negative and all the coefficients of Xk (k>Q) are also non-negative. The
coefficient of X~k is equal to the negation of the coefficient of Xk.
2. Proof of branching laws
Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group, K a closed subgroup
of G. We denote by Q and ϊ the complexified Lie algebras of G and K. We
assume that Q contains a Cartan subalgebra t which is also a Cartan subalgebra
ofϊ .
We consider a group algebra over Z generated by an additive group of
integral forms for (g, t) and one for (ϊ, t). Since an integral form for (g, t) is
also integral for (ϊ, t), the group algebra for (g, t) is included in the group algebra
for(!,t).
A formal character of a G-module V is an element of the group algebra for
(g, t) defined by the formal sum of all the weights of V. (See, for example,
Humphreys [2].) For an irreducible G-module V with the highest weight Λ,
we denote its formal character by XG(Λ). We do the same for a J^-module.
In terms of formal characters, a branching law for G and K means to deter-
mine the set S (which counts multiplicities) in the following formula:
(2.1) %G(Λ) = Sκjr(A/) (A'eS),
where Λ is a dominant integral form for (g, t) and Λ' is one for (ϊ, t).
We will rewrite (2.1). Let WG be the Weyl group of (g, t) acting on
integral forms. We denote by e(Λ) a generator of the group algebra correspond-
ing to an integral form Λ. We define ξG(Λ.) by
We set SG=(Σα)/2 (αeΔc), where ΔJ denotes the set of positive roots of g.
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Then, by WeyPs character formula, we have
We get in parallel
Now (2.1) is reduced to
(2.2) ?G(Λ+δGK*(δ*) = £G(δG) Σ^(Λ'+δ*) (Λ'eS) .
Our task is to devide ?G(Λ+δG) by ξG(SG)lξκ(ξκ) and set it in the form
S
κ
). Since £#(Λ') for dominant integral forms Λ' are linearly independent, the
set 5 is uniquely determined.
We may calculate in a larger group algebra generated by an additive group
of forms. We can write
?C(SG) = U(e(al2)-e(-al2))
ξ
κ
(*κ)= Π(e(α/2)-<-«/2))
and so
ξG(ZG)/ξκ(δκ) = Π(e(a/2)-e(-al2))
We will exhibit ξ
 G and ξ κ in terms of λ, in the cases of our branching laws.
We set s(A)=e(Λ)—e(— Λ), c(A)=e(Λ.)+e(—A). We denote by [dij]p -. q a square
matrix whose suffixes /, j range from p to q.
a) G=SO(2^+2), K=SO(2) x SO(2m).
When we express Λ+δG as in (1.1), €=l or —1 and A0, hly " ,hm are
integers satisfying
When we express Λ'+δ# as in (1.3), £'=1 or —1 and k
oy kl9 •••, km are integers
satisfying
We get
?G(Λ+δG) -
[<^ ^ ,
b) G=SO(2m+3), JS:=SO(2) X SO(2m+l).
When we express Λ+δG as in (1.6), A0>^ι> "m>hm are integers +1/2 satisfying
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When we express Λ'+δ^ as in (1.7), k0 is an integer and kly •••, km are integers
+ 1/2 satisfying
k1>k2> >ka>0.
We get
c) G=Sρ(m+ΐ),K=Sp(l) χSρ(m).
When we express Λ+δG as in (1.6), ha, hlt --',hm are integers satisfying
When we express Λ'+δ
x
 as in (1.7), &0>^i> "Ί^» arc integers satisfying
We get
The crucial point in the proofs of our branching laws is that the quotient of
Λy)]o:«. or det K*Λy)]
β
 : » devided by ΠM<(λ0+λO/2χ(λ0-λ,0/2)) is
a sum of (a finite power series in e(\0)) X (det JX&iX/)]i : m or det K^iλ;)]ι : w) The
next lemma enables us to excute the division. The substitution of the obtained
result in (2.2), using the above expressions, completes the proofs of the branch-
ing laws.
Lemma 2.1. Let (h^h^ •• ,A W ) be a set of integers satisfying
Then
(2.3) det KAf.λy)]β :
= (<λo))-wΣ(Π
(2.4) det [<Af.λy)]0 -. JΠ?-ι
^^^
where the summation is taken over all the sets of integers (kltk2, * ,^ »,) satisfying
(2.5) Af.^A^A^ /or
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and integers I0,ll9 •••,/„, are defined by (1.5) from hQ>hly * ,Am and kl9k2, •••,£,», and
further
ί fork
m
>0,
1/2 fork
m
 = Q.
The equalities (2.3) and (2.4) are also valid when (h0,hl9 •• ,AIM) is a set of inte-
gers '+1/2 satisfying A0>^i>"*>^»>0- Then the summations should be taken
over all the sets of integers+lβ (klyk29 •• ,ΛΛI) satisfying k1>k2> >km>0 and
(2.5).
REMARK. The assumption on h
ΰί
hl> )hm and klyk2, ,km ensures us that
ι^> " yl
m
-ι
 are
 positive integers.
Proof. We prove the case (2.4) where (hQίhly •• )hm) is a set of integers. By
sight changes, we can prove the other cases.
We transform (XA, λy)]0 : mby subtracting "the(i— l)-th
from the /-th row in turn.
We devide the (/,;)-element of the last matrix by ί((λ0+λy)/2) *((λ0— λy)/2).
The result is
where P, (Λ) is given by
if A
ί
_ 1
if A, > A > 0 ,
otherwise.
Thus we get
= *(λ
ί
)- (ΠΓ.-lIί(Aiλβ))-lΣdet [P,.^ .)]! : mdet[c(A,.λ, )]ι = »
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Note that if kl9k29 ^km do not satisfy (2.5), then det[Pt(&y)]i:w vanishes.
Indeed, if k^hf^ (l<*'</w), then the first / columns are linearly dependent.
If hi+1^ki (Ki<m— 1), then the first i+l rows are linearly dependent.
Assuming that k1,k2y"
t
ykm satisfy (2.5), we transform [Pt (&/)]ι : w by sub-
tracting "the (j— l)-th column X£(Ayλ0)/c(Λ/-ιλ0)" (or its half when km=Q and
j=m) from the /-th column for y=m, m— 1, « ,2 in this order. The resulting
matrix [P, /]ι:
 m
 is a tridiagonal matrix such that P{ i+1Pi+li=Q for !</<m— 1.
This means that its determinant is equal to the product of the diagonal elements.
Pa = ^(Ai-iλoK/i.iλoyCpΛoV^-iλo) -
We defined ίo,^ !, ~,p
m
 bγpQ=h0ίpi=mm(hiyki) for 1 <*<w (pm=lm). Therefore
det[P,(*,)]ι:.
which proves (2.4).
3. Decomposition
We identify a complexified contangent space of M=G/K at o=[K] with
(9/ϊ)*> the dual space of g/ϊ.
First we treat the case G=SO(n+2) and K=SO(2)χSO(n).
The space (9/f)* decomposes into two irreducible ^-modules, V+ and F_,
with the highest weights λ0+λ! and — λ0+λι This decomposition of (a/ϊ)*
gives a rough decomposition of
(3.1)
where Λr s=(ΛrF+)(g)(ΛsΓ_). Then the 5O(2)-parts of weights in Λr 5 are
(r— s)\Q. In order to decompose Λr s as a ^-module, we should decompose it
as an *SΌ(w)-module.
Let Λ!,Λ2, * ,ΛW be the fundamental weights of SO(ri) dual to the simple
roots 0,1,0,2, •••>#,». We set Λ0=0. We denote by V(Λ) an irreducible SO(ri)~
module with the highest weight Λ.
The space Λ r>s is isomorphic to (ArV(A1))®(A$V(A1)) as an 6Ό(w)-module.
Since Λr's^Λs'r and Ar's^An~r>$ as ASO(w)-modules, we may restrict our
attention to the case 0<r<s<τw.
When n=2my we define Vijby
iti = F(Ag.+Ay) for
for 0<i<w-2 ,
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F<(*=F(ΛH-2Λ,,_])ΘF(ΛH-2ΛI.) for
F._lf.= F(3Λ«_1+Λ.)ΘF(A._1+3Λ.)>
F<py = Fi)(,_,. for
When «=2m-f-l, we define F
ίfJ by
F,
v
 = F(Λ, +Λ, ) for (KzXjXw— 1,
F,
 (M = F(Λ, +2Λffl) for 0<ι<j»— 1,
FM>M = F(4ΛM) ,
Vi j — V{ n_ y for w+Ky<ft— ί.
Proposition 3.1. An SO(n)-module Λr s(0<r<^<m) decomposes into irre-
ducible modules as follows:
where the set S consists of pairs of non-negative integers (ij) satisfying s—r^j—i,
and i+j = r+s (mod 2).
This proposition and (3.1) give an SO(n) -irreducible decomposition of
)*, which is also the jSΓ-irreducible decomposition.
The proof of Proposition 3.1 resembles that of the primitive decomposition
of Ap(Cn+Cn) via U(n) and uses it.
The 5O(n)-module V(K^ is isomorphic to Cn, the complexification of Rn
with a canonical SO(n) -action, and posesses a natural *SO(w)-invariant sym-
metric inner product. We take an orthonormal basis {#,-} (!</<Λ) in Rn.
Then Ω=Σ7.ιΛl ®Λ?l is the unique 5O(w)-invariant element in V(A1)®V(A1) up
to a constant factor. We set ei=(x2i-ι—\/ — Ix2i)l\/ 2, en_i+ί= (^t-i+v7— 1^2»)
/\/ 2 for Kz<»ι and e
m+1=xn when w=2τn+l. Then we have for
for
for
p(H) (e
m+l) = 0 when rc =
where p denotes the action of o(n,C). We can rewrite Ω as Σ7«ι^f<S)^»-, +ι. We
define an 5O(w)-homomorρhism
L: Λr s -> ΛΓ+1 '+1
by Lω=ΩΛω (ωeΛr'5).
Lemma 3.2. For r+s<n (0<r, J<Λ), L: Λr s->Λr+1 s+1 M injective.
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In fact, Ln~r~s: Λr's-»Λn~s>M~f is an *SO(w)-isomorρhism. For the proof,
see Weil [5]. Notice that the SO(w)-action on Cn can be extended to U(n)-
actions in two manners; a canonical one and a complex conjugate one. When
we take a canonical action for a C7(n)-action on V+ and a complex conjugate
action for a t/(w)-action on F_, L is the same Ϊ7(n)-homomorphism used in [5].
There is an 5Ό(n)-isomorphism
given by
where ( , ) denotes the symmetric inner product. If (il9i29 •••,*„) is a permuta-
tion of (1,2, "
 9ri)9
We define an 5O(w)-homomorphism
T: Ar's -> A^1-'-1
by the composition of the following three *SO(w)-homomorphisms :
: Λ
r s
 -^  Λ
r Λ
-
s
 ,
L: Λr n's -> Λr+1 n"s+1 ,
An explicit formula for T is given by
T(e{i Λ Λ eir® ejι Λ Λ ejg)
= Σί-iί-lΓ^Λ^Λ - Λ^g^Λ - Λ^Λ - Λ^ , .
The following lemmas are easily verified.
Lemma 3.3. For 0<r<s<w, T: Ar's-^A.r+l's-1 is an injective SO(rϊ)-
homomorphism.
Lemma 3.4. For 2<r<ί<w— r, the following diagram commutes:
L
^r-2,s _ ^ A r-l,s+l
r j
 Γ
|
Λ^
1
'-
1
  > Λ r ' s .
Lemma 3.5. Let Γ* be the adjoint of T with respect to the invariant sym-
metric inner product.
a) For 2^r^s^n — r, the following diagram commutes:
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b) For Kί<r—I, the following diagram commutes:
//* Γ*ΐ (0 denotes Q-map).
Λ
o,s _L> Λ1'*
Notice that an explicit formula for T* is given by
T*(βi Λ Λ eif®βj Λ Λ ejs)/\
From these lemmas we can deduce that Λr'5 contains submodules isomor-
phic to Ar~1's~1 and Λ1"1'54"1 with the intersection isomorphic to Λr~2's (or {0}
if r—l). The space Λr>s must also contain V
r>s which corresponds to the highest
weight of Λr's. It is obvious that V
r s
 can intersect with the sum of A*"1**"1
and Λr~1>5+1 only by {0}. Computing the dimension of the above modules,
we can obtain
Proposition 3.6. We have the following SO(ri)-isomorphίsms\
It is easy to see that this proposition is equivalent to Proposition 3.1.
REMARK. We may call V_ the holomorphic part and V+ the anti-holomor-
phic part by the following reason. Let H0 be an element of t satisfying \Q(H0)
= %/—1, \i(H0)~Q for l<ί<m. Then ad H0 defines a complex structure on
8/1. The space V_ is an eigenspace of ad H0 in (8/f)* with an eigenvalue
— \/—1 and the space V+ is one with an eigenvalue \/ — 1. Because adH0 com-
mutes with the action of K, it defines on M=G/K a G-invariant almost complex
structure, with which the metric we assumed defines a Kaehler structure.
Note that Frobenius' reciprosity law gives an explicit correspondence
between a jfiΓ-submodule of Λ^a/!)* and a G-submodule of C°°(APM). In our
case, the holomorphic [anti-holomorphic] part F_[F+] corresponds to holomor-
phic [anti-holomorphic] forms and Vr>s to forms of type (s,r}.
We proceed to the case G=Sp(n+l) and K=Sp(l)xSρ(n). The K-
module (3/f)* is an irreducible module with the highest weight λ0+λι We take
a maximal torus T in *S^>(1) whose complexified Lie algebra is contained in t.
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We set K'=TxSp(ri). If we consider (g/ί)* as a J£'-module, it decomposes
into two irreducible ίΓ'-modules V+ and V_ with the highest weights λ0+λ! and
— λo+λi We first study a ^'-irreducible decomposition of Λ/>(g/I)* and next
reconstruct a ίΓ-irreducible decomposition.
First we have the following rough decomposition as ίΓ'-modules:
(r+s=p),
where Λr '=(ΛrF+)<g)(Λf F_). The Γ-parts of weights in Λr s are (r-s)\0. We
should decompose Λr s as an *Sp(w)-module. Let A1? Λ2, •••, ΛM be the fundamental
weights of Sp(n) dual to the simple roots a
ί9a29 " ,(Xn. We set Λ0=0. Both
V+ and V_ are irreducible 5p(w)-modules with the same highest weight A1=\1.
We denote by V(A) an irreducible *S£(w)-module with the highest weight Λ.
Proposition 3.7. For 0<r<«,
when r=odd,
r=even;
Proof. The ASp(n)-module V(Λι) is isomorphic to C2n, the complexification
of R2n with a canonical /S^(w) -action, and posesses natural Sp(n) -invariant inner
product and symplectic form ω. We take an orthonormal basis {#,} (l<z<2n)
in R2n, which satisfies ω(xiyXj)=Ot ω(xn+i, Λ?n+y)=0, ω(ΛJf , xn+j)=δij for l<ι,
y<w. We set Ω=Έ,ϊ-ιXi/\xn+i, which is the unique *S/)(w)-invariant element in
Λ
2F(Λj) up to a constant factor. We define an 5/)(n)-homomorphism L: APV(A1)
-*Kp+2V(Kύ by La=Ω,Λa (αeΛ^^Λj)). Then L is injective for
as is seen in the proof of the primitive decomposition in [5]. The space
includes a submodule isomorphic to AP~2V(A1) and one isomorphic to
and they can intersect only by {0}. Computing the dimensions of these mo-
dules, we can prove
(2<p<n),
which is equivalent to the top half of the proposition.
The remainder is obvious.
Thus to decompose Λr's as Sp(n)-modules, we have only to decompose
for
Proposition 3.8. An Sp(ri)-module F(Λ
r
)®Γ(Λ
s
) (0<r<s<n) decomposes
into irreducible modules as follows:
where the set S consists of pairs of non-negative integers (i,j) satisfying s—r^j—i
*^2n—s—r, i+j <r+ί and i-\-j = r+s (mod 2).
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Proof. As in the SO(ri) case, it is enough to prove
where the terms including F(Λ
r
) with r<0 or r>n should be omitted. It is
equivalent to the following relation among the formal characters: (%=Xs
ί
ω)
= X(A>+A,)+X(Ai_1)X(Af_1)+X(A,_1)X(Af+J) .
We can rewrite the above, using WeyΓs character formula. We set ξ—ξSp(n)
and δ=δSί(Λ) and factor out (f(δ))2. Then we have
(3.2) £(Λ,+ δ)f(Λ, + δ)+f (Λ,_2+ δ)£(Λ, + S)
Let Λί, Λ2, •••, Λί be the fundamental weights for SO(2n), ξ'=ξso(2ώ
δ'=δSO(2»). We consider ξ and £' as finite power sereis in efa), e(\2), "•> K^»)-
We can represent ξ as (Π"=ιί(λ, ))x(a linear combination of ξ'). For example,
(3.3) ξ(S) = D ξ ' ( S ' ) ,
ξ(A1+S) = D ξ'(M+
= Z) (f '(Λί_ι+Λί+8')-f '(Ai_,
= D (ξ '(ZAί^+δO+f '(2Λ.+δ')-f'(Aί_2+δ'))
On the other hand, Proposition 3.6 provides us relations among ξ'. For
example,
(3.4)
By combining four equations of the (3.4) type, we can get an equation of
the (3.2) type substituted the expressions (3.3).
Proposition 3.7 and 3.8 enables us to decompose Λr>s as an 5^>(w)-module,
which completes the jSΓ'-irreducible decomposition of Λί(g/ϊ)*.
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Let us return to the ^-irreducible decomposition. We note that an ir-
reducible ίΓ-module with the highest weight &X0+Λ decomposes into ir-
reducible ^'-modules with the highest weights (k—2ί)λ0+Λ (i=0, 1, •••,&).
Conversely we gather the highest weights in the K'-irreducible decomposition in
bunches of the above form: Take the highest weight &λ0+Λ of the biggest
Γ-part for a fixed Sp(n)-ρaτt. Then make up the highest weights of the form
(Λ—2/)λ0+Λ (ί=0, 1, •••,&) into a bunch. Next do the same in the remain-
ing highest weights, and so on. This procedure exhausts the highest weights
without fail and the member of the biggest T-part in each bunch gives the
highest weight in the ^-irreducible decomposition of Λ*(g/ϊ)*.
We present here a table of the highest weights of the irreducible ^-sub-
modules of Λ*(β/!)* when G=Sp(n+l) and K=Sp(l)xSp(n) for some p.
p=0 0.
p=2
0, 2Λl.
p=3
p=4 2, 2Λ2, Λ2ί 0.
2, 2Λ2, Λ2, 0.
4;0, 2^0+2^1, , Λ, 0.
REMARK. For a compact symmetric space M=G/K with G compact and
semisimple, Δ^ preserves a decomposition of C°°(ΛPM) corresponding to a
decomposition of Λ^g/ϊ)* under Frobenius' reciprocity law.
4. Examples
In the cases G=SO(n+2) and K=SO(2)xSO(ri), the cases n=l and 2
are exceptional. When n=l, all our computation becomes trivial, and when
n=2, we need some modification, for K is abelian. Anyway, since M=G/M is
homothetic to the standard sphere S2 when n=l, and to S2xS2 when n=2,
the spectra are well-known.
Our first example is the case G=SO(5) and K=SO(2) X SO(3) (n=3, m= 1).
We set A!=λι/2, Λ0=-λ0 and A1=(λ0+λι)/2. We denote by I(k,s) for non-
negative integers k and s the irreducible G-module with the highest weight &Λ0
+2ίΛι- The Casimir operator acts on I(k, s) by the multiplication of — {(k+s)
(k+2s+3)+s(s+l)} 16. The dimension of I(k,s) is (2^+2^+3) (k+2s+2)
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We give in Table A the highest weights that irreducible .SΓ-submodules
of Λί(g/I)* have and the G-modules which includes an irreducible ^-submodule
of Λ*(g/ϊ)* at least once. We denote by μ the multiplicity, the number of
the times a K-module appearing in the X-irreducible decomposition of a G-
module. Integers r and s may take any non-negative value and μ=l unless
otherwise denoted.
Table A.
P
0
1
2
3
H.W.
0
Λo+2Λι
-ΛO+2Λ
2λ0+2Λ1
-2λ0+2Λ1
4Λι
2A,
0
3^o
-3Λ0
4+4Λ
-Λ0+4Λι
Λ0+2Λι
-λ0+2A1
*o
-*o
G-module
7(2r, i)
7(2r,s) r>l or s>l
7(2r+l,ί) 5>1
7(2r, s) r>l, 5>1
J(2r-j-l,ί) r>l or *>1
7(2r, ί) r>l or s>2
J(2r+l,ί) 5>1
7(2r, i) s>l
7(2r+l,s)
see above
J(2r+l,ί) r>l
7(2r, ί) r>l or $>2
7(2r+l,ί) r>l or 5>1
see above
7(2r+l,ί)
μ=2 if r>l, 5>1
A=2 if r>l, s>\
μ=2 if ί = l
jί£=3 if r>l, 5>2
^=2 if ί>2
/ί=2 if 5>1
^-2 if r>l, s>2
^=2 if r=0, 5>2
or r>l, 5=1
/ι = 3 if r>l, s>2
Next we give the information on Spec^(M) for the case G=SO(6) and
K=SO(2)xSO(4) (/ι=4, in=2) in Table B. We set Λ1-(X1-X2)/2, Λ2=
(λ!+λ2)/2, Λ0=λ0, ^^(λo+λ!—λ2)/2 and Λ2^(λ0+λι+λ2)/2. We denote by
Ii(r,s) for non-negative integers r and s the irreducible G-module with the
highest weight given in Table B-l. There we have also given the eigenvalue
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of the (—8)xCasimir operator and the dimension of the module. We list
the highest weight of irreducible submodules of Λ^g/I)* in Table B-2. Table
B-3 indicates G-modules which contain a j?f-module in their ^-irreducible de-
composition at least once and the number of times they contain the -K-module.
In Table B-3, integers r and s may take any non-negative value and multiplicity
μ=ί unless otherwise denoted.
Table B-l.
Module Highest Weight
e.v. =(2r+*)(2r+*+4)+*(ι+2)
dim.=(2r+ί+2)2(2r+25-f3)(2r+l)(ί-l-l)2/12
e.v.
, *)
, *)
Table B-2.
P
0
1
2
3
4
Highest Weight
0
h+Λt+A* -ΪQ+A1+A2.
2Λo+2Λι, 2%Q-+-2A2, 2Ai-\-2A2, 2Aι, 2A2t 0, — 2Λ0+2/4ι, — 2λ0-\-2A2.
3λ0+Λι-}-Λ2, X$-}-ZAi+A2t λ0+Aι-}-3A2t ^0+ Aι + A2 (twice), —λo+ A1 + A2 (twice),
4Λ0, 2λQ+2Λ1+2A2) 2^0+2^!, 2λ0+2Λ2, 2λ0, 4Aίy 4A2, 2Λ±+2Λ2 (twice), 2Aίt 2A2ί
0 (twice), — 2λQ+2Λι+2A2t —2λQ+2Alt —2λQ+2A2, —2λ0, —4λQ.
Table B-3.
H.W. G-module
r, 0
-2λ0+2Λ2 /ι(r,*)
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Table B-3 (continued).
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H.W. G-module
I0(r,s)
IQ(r, s) r>l or ί=2 if r>2, 5 = 1
= 3 if
2Λ,
2Λ2
J0(r, 5)
r, *)
-3λQ+A1+A2
β=2 if
I2(r, s) r>l or
ί=2 if
£=2 if
£ = 2 if
-\-Λ2 Iι(r,s) r>l or
μ=2 if
if
=2 if
/o(r,ί) r>2
-2λ0+2A1-\-2Λ2
=2 if r>2,
or r = l,
4A2
J0(r,ί)
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Our last example is the case G= Sp(3) and K= Sp(l)x Sρ(2) (n=2). Notice
that in the case G=Sρ(2) and K=Sp(l)xSp(ΐ) (n=\)y M=G/K is homothetic
to the standard sphere S* and therefore Spec^M) has already given in [3]. We
set Λ1=λ1> Λ2=λ1+λ2, A0= and Λ2=λ0+λι+λ2. We denote
by I(r,s, t) for non-negative integers r, s and t the irreducible G-module with
the highest weight rAQ+s^+tKz. The eigenvalue of (— 16) X Casimir operator
on I(r,s,t) is 2s(s+2t+r+5)+r(r+2t+6)+3t(t+2) and the dimension of I(r,s,t)
is (2s+r+2t+5) (s+r+2t+4) (s+r+t+3) (s+r+2) (
s
+2t+3)(s+t+2)(s+l)
χ(r+l)(H-l)/720. The meaning of each column of Table C is similar to
that of Table A. Integers k may take any non-negative value and multiplicity
μ=l unless otherwise denoted.
Table C.
P
0
1
2
3
4
H.W.
0
Λo-M!
2Λ0+Λ2
2λQ
2Λ,
3^+Λ,
λ
'
 + M
Λo+A
4^o
2/o~t~2/lι
2/o-j-yi2
2Λ2
A
0
G-module
/(O, A, 0).
7(0, Λ, 0) &>1
7(1, Λ, 1), 7(2,
I, /(I,
Λ,0)
Λ, 1), 7(2, Λ, 0).
A>1, 7(3, Λ, 1).
/(2, Λ, 0).
7(0, &, 2), 7(1,
7(2, k, 0) £>1
7(0, Λ, 0) k>2
7(2, Λ, 2), 7(3
Λ,l),
,/(3,
,/(0,
Λ i )
7(2, k, 0).
A, 1), 7(4, *, 0).
^ 2), 7(1, Λ, 1) Λί=2 if Λ>1, 7(2, A, 0) &>1,
Λ>1.
see above
7(4, k, 0).
7(0, k, 0) *>2
7(3, k, 1), 7(4, ,/d,*,0).
Λ, 1) Λ>1, 7(2, fc, 0) Λ>1, 7(2, Λ, 2),
see above
7(0, k, 0) &>2
7(0, ky 0) £>1
, /(I,
,/(!,
^ 1) A>1, 7(2, Λ, 2).
Λ,l).
see above
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